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Actuated Signal Control 

 Fully Actuated Control 

 Semi-actuated Control 

 

A complete system shall include: a 

signal, controller, and a set of 

detectors 

Detector: either loop detectors, or 
some image detectors 

Main 

Side 

Street 



Operations of a Semi-actuated Control 

 Mainline signal is always on a green phase, unless 

recalled by the “side street” controller 

 The criteria to terminate the main line green phase: 

a) Max. No. of waiting vehicles 

b) Max. delay for waiting vehicles 

c) Max. total delay from last side-street green phase (account for both green time 

and volume) 

d) Pedestrian needs  



Key Parameters in Actuated Control (1/4) 

(A) Minimum Green Time 

The minimum green time is designed to allow all vehicles queued 

beyond the detectors to enter and pass through the intersection 

Gmin = (start-up delay) + (discharged saturation headway) × (the Max. 

No. of queued vehicles)  
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Key Parameters in Actuated Control (2/4) 

 Min Green time should also be consistent with the 

pedestrian requirements 

       Gmin = 4 (sec) + [ 2 (sec) × Integer (d/20) ] 

       d       distance between detectors and stop lines 

 One can solve “d”, based on the required min. Green 

time 

 How to determine the “d” ?? 

1. Pedestrian Requirements 

2. Observe the number of queue vehicles per cycle under a pretimed 

control 



(B)  A unit extension time interval    allow a vehicle detected 
by the detector to travel safely through the intersection 

 

Max Green time 

Max extension period  
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Actual Operation of an Actuated Control 
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Key Parameters in Actuated Control (3/4) 



 “Gap-out” strategy: 
If the detector reports “No Vehicle” over a specified “Interval” or “Gap’,  

then        the green phase will be terminated  

and         yellow        all red phase        shift Green time to other movements 
 

 Q1: How to determine the Max Green time? 

 

 Q2: Should the GMax change between the peak and off-peak periods? 

 

 Q3: How to determine the appropriate “Gap” size for changing the Green-to-

Yellow phase? 

 

 Q4: Should the “Gap” size be varied between peak and off-peak periods? 

Key Parameters in Actuated Control (4/4) 



Advantages of an Actuated Control Vs. 

Pretimed Control 
 Minimize the loss of unused green durations per cycle 

    ** The green phase will be gapped out if no traffic has been detected 
 

 Fully utilize the effective green time, especially when 
traffic is under moderate congestion level 

 

 Under peak-hour 

      * mostly saturation traffic conditions?  

      * which one can perform better? 



Disadvantage of an Actuated Control 
a) Longer “loss time” due to frequent phase changes 

b) Need sensor or detectors, and higher maintenance cost 

c) May incur more delay if traffic signals are not properly coordinated 

the competing direction may have low volume or no queue exist 

such changes may not be beneficial to the intersection drivers 

Gap size too large platoon 

Causing the signal to change phases! 



Potential Alternatives (1/2) 
(A) 

Multiple detectors 

or a long-loop detector 

(B) Adaptive control 

Prior to “Gap-out” or 

change the signal phase 

Benefits of extending one more interval 

Compare 

Cost of extending one more interval 

Objective: min total 
intersection delay 



Potential Alternatives (2/2) 

Q1: How many intervals should be included in the cost-benefit comparison? 

This is the core concept of “adaptive control” 


